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The contribution of the center-of-mass ~CM! fluctuation
of a liquid cluster to the Helmholtz free energy was first
discussed by Reiss, Katz, and Cohen ~RKC!.1 They argued
that this contribution can be assessed via the free energy
difference between the cluster with a fixed boundary cen-
tered on a fixed CM, and the cluster in which the CM was
allowed to fluctuate. They estimated the free energy differ-
ence is to be about 20kBT . Here kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant and T is the temperature of the system. To examine this
estimate, Abraham et al.2 later calculated the Helmholtz free
energy of the Lennard-Jones ~LJ! cluster with the fluctuating
CM via a liquid-state perturbation theory.3 When compared
with that determined by a Monte Carlo ~MC! simulation for
the LJ cluster with fixed CM,4 Abraham et al. found a free
energy difference is within 7kBT , which is much smaller
than 20kBT estimated by RKC. The conclusion of Abraham
et al. was then the CM fluctuation of the cluster makes only
a small contribution to total Helmholtz free energy. In this
note, we report results obtained via MC, for the Helmholtz
free energy of the LJ cluster with a fluctuating CM as well as
with those for which the CM is fixed. These results are then
used to compare with previous theoretical estimate.
The system in the simulation contains i LJ molecules
confined within a spherical container of volume v . The LJ
pair potential is given by u(r)54e@(s/r)122(s/r)6# where
r is the distance between the molecules of the pair. The wall
of the spherical container is treated as a hard wall. The tem-
perature of the system is kept constant. Two types of clusters
were studied: For the first type, the CM of the cluster is fixed
on the center of the container. Lee, Barker, and Abraham
~LBA!4 were the first to study this type of cluster via com-
puter simulation. We therefore call this type of cluster the
LBA cluster. For the second type, the CM of the cluster can
fluctuate freely. Following RKC, we call this type of cluster
a ‘‘drop.’’
For the LBA cluster, we used the same simulation pro-
cedure as Lee, Barker, and Abraham to generate system con-
figurations. An additional acceptance criterion is enforced
besides the usual Metropolis procedure. That is, if an at-
tempted move of a molecule results in any other molecule
being at a distance ~from the new center-of-mass of i mol-
ecules! greater than the radius of the container, that move is
rejected. For the drop, the additional acceptance criterion is
that if an attempted move of a molecule results in moving the
molecule a distance from the center of the container greater
than the radius of the container, that move is rejected. We
used 50 000 MC cycles for equilibration and another 50 000
cycles for collecting the data. For larger clusters ~e.g., clus-
ters having more than one hundred molecules! we used
100 000 cycles for equilibration.
The Helmholtz free energies of the LBA cluster, ALBA,
and the drop, Adrop, are determined via thermodynamic inte-
gration, A5A id1i*P/r2dr where A id is the Helmholtz free
energy of a reference state. We chose the ideal gas as the
reference state since its free energy can be calculated
exactly. Specifically, the reference state Helmholtz free
energy of an LBA cluster is calculated via A id
LBA
52kBT ln@a(i)gi21vidi21/i!# , where g5(2pmkBT)3/2/h3, m
is the mass of a molecule, h is Planck’s constant, v id is the
container volume of the reference ideal gas, and values of
a(i) are tabulated in Ref. 4. The reference state Helmholtz
free energy of a drop is calculated via A id
drop
52kBT ln(gividi /i!). The virial pressures of the LBA cluster
and the drop are Pv5(i21)kT1^W& and Pv5ikT1^W&,
respectively. Here, ^W&5^2 13( i( j.ir i j(du/dri j)& is the
virial. To insure that the reference gas is ideal, we chose
v id /s351000i as the starting point in the integration.
Figure 1 shows the difference DA5Adrop2ALBA as
function of container volume v for i543, 55, 69, 87, 110,
and 138 at T580 K. In most cases, Adrop is lower than ALBA,
because of the free energy contribution due to the CM fluc-
tuation of the drop. Two exceptions to this rule occur for i
5110 and 138 at very small v . In these two cases, DA
becomes positive, a result of the fact that when the drop
density is very high CM fluctuation can result in marked
increase of the potential energy, due to the strong repulsive
interaction of the molecules. At sufficiently large v , DA con-
verges to A id
drop2A id
LBA
, the difference between two ideal gas
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reference systems. In general, as shown in Fig. 1, DA ranges
from 215kBT to 220kBT , which is less than the 27kBT ,
predicted by liquid-state perturbation theory.2
In Table I, we list values of ALBA and Adrop at T580 K
for i543 and 87 along with some previous results. The value
of ALBA of this work is almost the same as that of Lee,
Barker, and Abraham. The small difference is mainly due to
the difference in total configurations used in MC simulations.
However, Adrop shows marked deviation from the perturba-
tion theory result,2 as shown in Table I. Presumably, the
discrepancy is due to approximations made in the theory.5
It was also found that the density profiles obtained from
the perturbation theory were in good agreement with those
for the LBA clusters from MC simulation.2 To examine this
result we calculated the density profile r(r) for both LBA
cluster and the drop. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show r(r) for the
i543 LBA cluster and drop, both within a volume v
5200s3, and for the i587 LBA cluster and drop, both
within a volume v5400s3. Because the center of the con-
tainer coincides with the CM of the LBA cluster, r(r) of the
LBA cluster is systematically higher than that of drop in the
core region. This behavior is a manifestation of the CM fluc-
tuation of drop, i.e., CM fluctuation results in a lower prob-
ability of finding molecules in the center of container in the
case of the drop than in the case of the LBA cluster. Similar
behavior is also found in density functional calculations.6
In conclusion, we use MC simulation to compute Helm-
holtz free energies of clusters with fixed boundary and fluc-
tuating CM ~drop! and with fixed CM ~LBA cluster! respec-
tively. The free energy difference of the drop and the LBA
cluster is used to characterize the free energy contribution
due to CM fluctuation. Simulation results indicate that the
free energy contribution is close to the theoretical estimate
by RKC. More precisely speaking, it seems that the RKC
estimate provides a lower bound to the free energy contribu-
tion.
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FIG. 1. DA/kBT as a function of container volume v for i543, 55, 69, 87,
110, and 138. System temperature is 80 K.
TABLE I. The Helmholtz free energy ALBA and Adrop at T580 K.
i543 i587
v/s3 223.32 451.82
ALBA/kBT 2474.5 21008.7 This work
2477.4 21013.6 LBA
Adrop/kBT 2488.9 21030.4 This work
2480.6 21007.4 Abraham et al.
FIG. 2. The density profile r(r) of LBA cluster ~solid line! and the drop
~dashed line! for ~a! i543 in volume v5200s3, and ~b! i587 in volume
v5400s3. System temperature is 80 K.
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